BLAIR MACHINE & TOOL, INC.
CATALOG REQUEST FORM

Thank you for visiting the Blair Machine & Tool website. Please come back frequently as our catalog and other items will be updated on a regular basis.

We will send you further product information for items available from Blair Machine. Please mark (X) all machines and products listed below that are in your plant. List any additional items that you are interested in purchasing.

RUTHERFORD/SEQUA DECORATOR

- ___ CMP
- ___ CD2
- ___ CD3
- ___ CD4
- ___ 5CD2
- ___ 6CD2
- ___ 6CD4
- ___ 6CD6
- ___ CCP
- ___ 8CD7
- ___ CMPX
- other ____________________________

RUTHERFORD/SEQUA COATER

- ___ CMC
- ___ CB
- ___ CB4
- ___ 2CB4
- other ____________________________

RAGSDALE/CONCORD DECORATOR

RAGSDALE/CONCORD COATER

BODYMAKER

- ___ STANDUN
- ___ RAGSDALE
- other ____________________________

BODYMAKER FILTER BRAND

- ___ VELCON
- ___ KAYDON
- other ____________________________

TOTAL NUMBER OF DECORATORS

TOTAL NUMBER OF COATERS

TOTAL NUMBER OF BODYMAKERS

OTHER PRODUCTS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PURCHASING:

- ___________________________________
- ___________________________________

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return this sheet to Blair Machine by FAX to +1-904-7337150.